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INTRODUCTORY
The author of this book, Mr. Ethelbert Stewart, has been employed
by the United States Government for many years in the capacity of
Cost Expert, making cost investigations and examinations of a number
of industries.
Mr. Stewart's official position has enabled him to obtain the cooperation of tanners and business men in procuring the information contained in this publication from the most authoritative sources.
We consider ourselves most fortunate in being able to offer to the
trade, at a nominal price, this splendid collection of facts which are of
undoubted authenticity and value, and which have been collected at a
large expenditure of time, effort and money.
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CHAPTER I
TANNERY PRODUCTION COSTS.
Divergence In Accounting Methods—Uniform System of Accounting
—Production Costs Will Beat Politics—Difficulties of Determining Costs—Present Cost Theory Wrong—Selecting Hides—
Dealing With Offal.
The figures on actual cost of found identical, and very few
producing sole leather as used were even similar. The methods
here cover 59,353,433 pounds of which were represented to the
finished product and were se- Board to be best, and upon
cured from a large number of which most time was spent proved
plants in various parts of the to be utterly inadequate to decountry, and plants of varying: velop costs with a degree of accapacity and efficiency of equip- curacy which could for a moment
ment; that is. some model and up- be accepted. This was more parto-date, and some of older and ticularly true of upper leather
less efficient type. Of the total costs, as will be shown later on.
output selected to illustrate costs but it was also largely true of
and methods of cost-keeping for sole leather costs. Crudities in
these articles, 24,706,550 pounds the estimated yield of leather
were hemlock tanned; Union tan- from the raw hides; erroneous
ned, 28,023,531 pounds; and Oak methods of figuring the cost value
tanned 6,623,341 pounds. Chemi- of hides in process, and other falcally tanned sole leather will not lacious methods, often made it imbe considered in the actual costs. possible to accept cost figures,
though the method of cost keep- and in certain instances the figing is just as applicable to chemi- ures for establishments, taken
from their books, had to be
cally tanned sole leathers.
thrown
away because cost of proOpportunity to examine a large
number of cost-keeping systems duction could not be satisfactoriwas afforded the writer by reason ly determined from them.
of the fact that The Tariff Board
Uniform System of Accounting.
started an investigation of cost
It is of very great importance
of production of leather just a to any industry to have an acwhile before the Board was abol- curate, simple, and comparativeished.
The investigation was ly easy method of reaching the
never completed, and the figures bedrock facts of cost. It is imsecured were not published.
portant to the individual firm or
corporation engaged in the busiDivergence in Accounting
ness to know each for himself his
Methods.
"What impressed me most was own actual cost; and it is of equal
the wide divergence in methods importance to the industry
of book-keeping intended to bring whole to be able to present all
out costs. No two systems were the essential facts relating to
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costs on short notice, and in an
"essentially uniform manner. Let
us consider some of these matters
seriously. Each individual wants
to know his cost of production
for the purpose of relating it directly to price, in order to know
whether or not a real loss on one
class of output is cutting into
profits on another, and whether
or not a raise in raw materials or
in supplies is wiping out his
profits at the stated market price
for his product.
He wants to
know, also, and it is best for the
trade that he should know, how
his costs compare with his competitors on a uniform system of
accounting. For in the long run
prices will
relate themselves
pretty closely to costs whether
these costs are accurately known
or not; and the only real regulator of prices, the only thing
that will hold prices practically
uniform and steady (barring an
absolute trust, of course) is a,
uniform cost accounting system
which will leave no doubt as to
the margin between the general
average of cost and the market
price.
"When prices break, for instance, the man who " e s t i m a t e s "
a yield of 90 or 95 pounds of:
finished
sole leather from a
hundred pounds of green-salted
hides will accept a price which
would stagger the man who "estim a t e s " 80 pounds of yield. And
the way to prevent permanently
this demoralization is to stop the
" e s t i m a t i n g " and let the general
average of bed-rock cost be
known.
Then the individual
manufacturer who, by virtue of
location or by economies in manufacture is able to produce at
slightly less than the common
average of cost, will let that advantage express itself in better
6
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profits, rather than give it away
in lower price, for he knows that
the common cost will protect a
common price. This is one of the
reasons that the associations of
leather tanners and manufacturers would do well to adopt, and sofar as possible, urge their members to install an essentially uniform system of cost. Statistics
of an industry compiled from uniform cost accounting methods are
of inestimable value to the industry for its own economic, and
particularly for commercial purposes. But these are days of
somewhat broader
outlook;—
manufacturing useful commodities
has in certain quarters come tobe looked upon as social service:
and from this premise, certain
other quarters develop the view
that prices and profits in social
service are ultimately to be put
under social regulations or control.
While the tannery business is
not within the purview of these
theories, it is well enough for all
industries to be able to account
for themselves squarely, fairly,
and promptly, when called upon.
In a certain sense practically all
of the industries in the United
States are regulated and controlled by law—the tariff law. "While
unfortunately politics have as yet
a dominating influence in tariff
matters, nevertheless it is true
that no considerable party of men.
in Congress or oat, want actually
to destroy an industry' that is
really contributing to the social
needs of the country. "When any
industry can show by unmistakable proofs that it can no longer
exist in this country if the tariff
goes below a certain point, the
tariff will never go below that
point, no matter what party is in
power.

TANNERY

PRODUCTION
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means simple or easy of solution.
While there are no such nuts to
crack as that developed by the
"split leather" problem in the
upper leather industry, there are
certain basic difficulties which
must be met, and certain conditions of production which must
be complied with before accurate
costs can be known.
The raw hide material is purchased by the pound.
In the
case of sole leather the finished
product is sold by the pound,
hence it is cost per pound
that is wanted. But in all cost accounting schemes process costs
are traced (when traced at all)
through the tannery by the hide,
or side, which is half a hide; and
estimates of yield in finished sole
leather per 100 pounds of raw
hides is depended upon as a
basis upon which to estimate cost.
The relation of product to hide
material, i. e., the number of
pounds of finished sole leather
producible from 100 pounds of
green-salted raw hide because of
extreme importance, if such a relation really exists. The cost of
leather is principally in the hides,
and the price of these changes
rapidly and fluctuates greatly;
while the conversion cost, or cost
of manufacturing processes for
any given tannery, or an average
for all plants, is a fairly uniform
thing when the relation of production to capacity of plants remains uniform. Hence if there
really existed a definite relation
between raw hide and finished
sole leather, the problem of cost
of production would be very
simple.

Production Costs Will Beat

Politics.
Absolute cost of production
figures will beat politics in Congress and in Congressional Committees, regardless of speeches
made on the stump. A word here
for statistics, in the form and detail as compiled by government
bureaus. No doubt, certain bureaus at times have spun statistical tables out in absurd detail
which confuse the mind and defeat the facts. But this is the
exception, and can be stopped by
any industry protesting against
it at the proper time and place.
The general plan of government
statistics, particularly on cost of
production and manufactures; is
the plan and form which Congressmen are used to, and which
they most readily grasp
and
understand.
Since, after all, an industry
does depend on Congress, or on
the tariff, for its very existence,
and since ultimately the tariff
will depend on statistics of cost
of production compiled in a
manner which Congressmen comprehend; and since cost systems,
from which such government statistics can be most readily compiled, gives the manufacturer all
the facts he wants for his own
purposes, why should there not
be an entire agreement and harmonious co-operation between the
cost-keeping methods of an industry, and the government's statistical needs. The friction and
clash of methods that exist in this
country between government statistical experts and the manufacturers of the country is not very
complimentary to either one.
Difficulties of Determining Costs.
The difficulties in the way of
ascertaining accurate cost of production of sole leather are by no

If, for instance, 80 pounds of
oak-tanned leather could uniformly be expected from 100 pounds
of green-salted hides, then 8-10
of the market price of such hides.
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added to the standard conversion cost in any tannery would
give essentially the cost of production of such leather at any
time in such plant. This is easy,
and it is astonishing how many
tanneries in the United States
are figuring their costs upon precisely that plan today. The difficulty in determining such a ratio
of finished output to raw hide material is that their output differs
with so many varying conditions
of the hides. Sole leather is
made usually from the hides of

COSTS.

use of glucose and of salt. These
articles, however, are based upon
the supposition of legitimate production.
The output of finished leather
per 100 pounds of green-salted
raw hide material used, as found
in a number of plants using only
green-salted hides, is brought out
in the following table.
The
highest yield was 84.2 pounds; the
lowest, which was on Oak Butts
and Scoured Backs, was 67.11
pounds, the average being 74.92
pounds.

Yield in Sole Leather Per 100 Pounds of Raw Hide Material.
Pounds of hide
material used.

Pounds of leather
produced.

9,342,373
6,102,248
2,883,412
3,767,412
3,298,293
6,312,025
5,558,426
6,842,930
11,938,820
1,639,893
3,675,432

6,717,739
5,138,908
2,310,726
2,975,351
2,435,140
4,373,484
4,220,513
4,792,349
9,266,694
1,285,292
2,466,645

61,362,264

45,982,641

.

Tannage.

Pounds of leather
per 100 pounds of
hide material.

Hemlock
Hemlock
Hemlock
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union
Oak Bloom
Oak Butts
Average

bulls and heavy steers, or of very
old cattle.
The output of sole leather per
100 pounds of hide will vary with
the weight of the hide, being proportionately greater for very
heavy hides; it differs with the
time of year in which the cattle
were killed; with grass-fed or
grain-fed cattle; with the amount
of dirt in the hair; and with the
care used in skinning the animal,
that is, with the amount of flesh
substance left on the hide. Yield
per 100 pounds of hide will, of
course, depend also upon the
amount of "stuffing" done, the

71.9
84.2
80.1
78.97
73.8
69.28
75.93
70.03
77.58
78.93
67.11
74.93

Present Cost Theory Wrong.
This means that there is no such
thing as a definite ratio which can
be accepted for a minute as a
basis for a general system of cost
accounting. No two tanneries
have the same ratio, and as a
matter of fact no two consignments of hides will yield the
same results. The whole theory
is wrong, and the method worthless for purpose of accuracy.
This system is equally worthless
when it comes to tracing process costs, which, as mentioned
above, are generally on a hide
or side basis.
For instance, all
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average " w h i t e " weight of hides
or sides in process is necessary
to keep tab on process costs.
That is to say, where material can
be traced through a plant only
by the piece, while final cost
must be based upon the finished
pound, then it is necessary to
know the average weight of the
pieces which are going through
the plant, and this must be a
clean weight, or weight of hide
substances not complicated by an
element of hair, grease and dirt.
Again, the entire hide, or at
least the entire side, goes through
all processes, hence it costs as
much to tan the neck, shoulders
and bellies as it does the body
of the hide, nevertheless, when it
comes to marketing the product,
a radical difference in price is
found. In the case of hemlock
tanned sides, the entire side is
sometimes sold direct to consumers without trimming, but
Union and Oak sole leather are
always not only graded closely,
but trimmed into bends, shoulders, bellies, and heads, and
usually this is true of Hemlock
tannage.
Selecting Hides.
The difference in price of these
various parts of the tanned side
makes it important to select hides
from cattle that will produce the
largest percentage of
"bend
leather." Hides from cattle with
short necks, short legs, and proportionately large bodies, will
yield the best return in bends,
and less "leather
offal."
What this means to the manufacturer may be seen by noting
market quotations. Take any
date (March 23, 1912), "Union
backs. No. 1, 37 cents
per
pound; shoulder, 26 to 29 cents;
heads, 12 cents Oak tanned sole
leather, No. 1 bends, 43 cents:

process costs, except for certain
supplies or tanning materials, are
practically the same on a hide
weighing 60 pounds in the raw.
as on one weighing 75 or 80
pounds, hence the pound cost for
labor, for instance, will be less on
heavy hides than on lighter ones:
the waste will be more on dirty
hides than on cleaner ones. If
hides were weighed as now, out
of the "hide-house," or in the
raw, then weighed again in the
" w h i t e " or out of the "beamhouse," after all hair, dirt, grease
and surplus flesh have been removed, there would be a somewhat more definite basis for a
ratio of yield. After all, hair,
dirt and grease are not the raw
material of sole leather. The dehaired, clean skin in the " w h i t e "
is the raw material for leather,
and all cost systems which attempt to base cost on ratio of
yield to raw material must, to be
within the limits of reasonable
methods, begin with the weight
in the " w h i t e . "
There is no serious difficulty in
putting hides through a roller
out of the "beam-house," which
will dry them to a generally
recognized standard of dryness.
They need not be dry, for certainly green-salted hides are not
dry,—it is only important that
there be a uniform standard of
moisture left in ; in other words,
t h a t each batch shall be run
through a roller of given mesh,
and with equal care; and contain when weighed practically the
same percentage of hide substance
per pound.
The number of hides which go
to make up the given weight in
the " w h i t e " must also be recorded, because from this point on the
material can be traced only by
the hide or the side: and the
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Per Cent
Backs

Per Cent
Heads

Per Cent
Bellies

Per Cent
Bends
Per Cent
Shoulders

Tannage

shoulders, 28 to 31 cents; bellies. an income which operates to de22 to 24 cents; heads, 13 to 15 crease the cost of production.
The offal in a sole leather tannery
cents."
As indicated above, it costs as consists of hair, bits of flesh and
much to tan one part of the hide trimmings sold to glue manhence
called
hide as another, hence, if some ufacturers, and
"glue
stock,"
and
grease.
In
parts of it must be sold at or
near actual cost, while others sole leather tanneries the question
must not be sold for less than of " s p l i t s " does not arise as in
cost, it becomes important to upper leather tanneries, hence
know what percentage of the that difficult problem need not be
manufactured output will fall in- discussed in this place.
In treating the offal and byto such commercial classification.
Since Union tanned bellies, for products, the uniform method
instance, will bring but little was adopted of deducting the
more than the cost of the raw selling price 'of these from the
hide material, and heads bring cost of the raw hide material to
much less than the cost of raw get the net hide cost in the finhide material, while shoulders sell ished product. The accounts of
for barely cost of production, the the tanneries are kept exactly opproportion of these to the whole posite from this, that is, the sellis the measure of additional ing price of offal is deducted from
quota of cost the bends or backs the manufacturing or conversion
must bear before the amount of cost to get the net conversion
profit in the price for bends and cost. The reason for this method
of book-keeping is found in the
backs can be determined.
The following table shows the fact that in the early years of
percentage of bend, back, bellies, the industry most tanneries were
shoulders and heads, in the fin- run on custom or commission
ished side of leather, for a num- work, very much as the old
ber of establishments from Which " g r i s t " or flouring mill was run.
And just as the miller ground
such data were secured.
the flour, either for a " t o l l " or
a flat price per bushel of wheat,
and kept the " b r a n , " s o the tanneries tanned leather for so much
per pound and kept the offal.
From this point of view the offal
is a manufacturing gain, an inU n i o n . ...48
22 23
7
Union.
25.44
8. 3
5.93
come in excess of the commission
Union.
19.18
4.78 76.04- price, or an addition to that price.
Union.
21.46
5.92
72.62
Some commission tanning is still
Union.
21.82
6.44
71.74
done. In these transactions the
Union.
25.44
8.63
65.93
offal goes to the tanneries and
(and
butts)
hence the selling price of offal is
deducted from
manufacturing
cost on the tanner's books to deDealing With Offal,
In the manufacture of leathers termine the extent of profits in
there is considerable valuable the commission price. It might
waste material, called offal in the easily happen that the actual
trade, the sale of which brings manufacturing cost would absorb
10
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all of the commission price and
still the tanner would be saved
from financial injury by the income from the offal. For this
purpose of accurate costs, however, it is important to show the
cost of manufacture regardless of
profits or side sources of income.
Hence the income from offal is
deducted from the cost of the raw
hide material, from which it
originates, and not from the manufacturing process costs, to which
it is a mere incident, and which
would not be lessened if there
were no offal to sell. In one instance where there was a considerable income from the sale of
cinders and ashes, the manufac-

11
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turer had deducted this amount
from his labor cost, or total payroll; thus, perceptibly reducing
that cost, instead of deducting
it from his coal bill. The ashes
and cinders originate in the coal:
his labor cost would not be a
cent less if he had no market for
his ashes, and the income from
them is a credit on coal account,
not a deduction from the payroll.
In the next article will be considered the plan of general and
process costs, with the figures of
actual costs as found, thus concluding, the survey of sole leather, as distinct from upper leather
costs.

CHAPTER II
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING
Tag System Suggested—Payrolls and Labor Cost—Cost Accounting
Plan—Finding the Labor Cost—Other Overhead Costs—Fixed
Charges—Selling Expense—Discussion of Tables.
Because the period of production, from raw material to finished sole leather, extends over so
great a stretch of time there must
be some adequate method of reckoning cost of material in process
of production. That is to say,
it requires from five to six
months, ordinarily, from
the
time a given raw hide goes into
the soaking pit to the time it goes
into the shipping rooms ready for
sale.
As a result, the entire
amount of money required to run
a plant six months is tied up all
of the time in the unfinished material going through the tannery.
And this material is in all stages
of development from the 300
fresh hides that went into the
soaking pit this morning to the
300 hides of sole leather that will
come out of the finishing and
wrapping room this afternoon.
The problem is, of course, to
get the money expended on material in process, per pound of the
finished product to be realized
from that material. The method
now in almost universal vogue is
to consider all of the hides in
process as being half finished, and
apply one-half the usual factory
cost of conversion to the estimated yield. That is to say, if there
are 10,000 hides in process and
these weighed 80,000 pounds in
the raw, and the estimated yield
per 100 is 70 pounds of leather,
then there are 56,000 pounds of

half finished leather in process,
and if the general average cost
of production is $8.00 per 100
pounds, the cost value of the
leather in process is $3.00 per
100, or $1,680 plus the cost of the
raw hides.
This theory assumes that the
input of raw hides is uniform,
the same number of hides (practically) day after day; it assumes
that the offal—hair, dirt and
grease—from each batch of hides
will be the same, and lastly it
assumes a uniform ratio of yield
per 100 pounds of raw hide. None
of these assumptions is true.
Some tanners who, as they say,
" w a n t to be on the perfectly
safe side," figure all material as
raw until it is finished and ready
to ship. And yet, no cost accounting system is safe if you cannot
occasionally test it by inventories
which include
some accurate
measurement and valuation of
materials in process of manufacture.
Tag System Suggested.
A system which would count
and weigh the hides out of the
beam house or in the " w h i t e "
tag and number the hides (or
sides) by batch number which in
itself would indicate the day of
the month, and then follow these
by tag identifications through
each process on basis of time consumed by each, would give a
hide or side cost, enabling a man
12
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to know exactly the number and
white weight of hides in each
stage of manufacture on any day,
and an estimate of finished yield
from " w h i t e " weight would soon
develop to a degree of accuracy
t h a t would be substantial.
Where tagging and numbering
by lots, and following up each lot
by a record of its progress
through the plant is considered
too much to attempt, then a
record of the white weight, and
number of hides or sides, from
which an average yield of leather
per hide, based upon white and
not upon raw weight, would
prove a profitable starting point.
It is true that in most sole
leather tanneries there are no
sales of unfinished material. There
is not, therefore, the same necessity for minute process costs that
there is in upper leather tanneries
where a part of the material in
process may be sold out of any
department beyond the splittingroom. But there is another reason
for keeping minute process costs.
There are two basic purposes
or ends to be gained by an adequate cost accounting system,
first to know the exact cost of
production, the second to be able
to locate and stop leaks and inefficiencies. The first end can be
gained by considering production
in a lump. The second purpose
can only be accomplished by a
process cost system which will
show materials used in each process and time material was in each
process.
Payrolls and Labor Cost
Department payrolls should
show the time worked by each
man at his rate and occupation
in each process, so that it will be
possible to show the amount of
each material per 100 pounds of
finished product or per separate

13

batch; the amount of time in process, and, if necessary, to show
the one-man hours, or hours of
one-man time contained in the
labor cost. All these things are
necessary sometimes to locate
leaks and inefficiencies, and nothing pays like knowing.
The
astonishing
range in
pounds of leather per ton of bark
or the equivalent of a ton of
bark in extracts, convinced me
that either some foremen are
wasting bark or others do not
know how much they are using,
that some extracts are worthless
or others are powerful compounds.
1 know that an attempt to keep
time on processes may be met
with opposition by workmen.
They have in one or two cases
torn the tags off a batch of hides
or erased the numbers. This is
done under a misapprehension
that the purpose is to speed up
the workmen; get a pace set that
will be hard to keep up and then
demand that pace as a test of
efficiency.
The men should be
met fairly and squarely on this
point, and for that matter on all
others. Their pay is measured by
their time, and their time by
their wages; they know exactly
what they get in wages for a
given amount of time. The employer's factory time is measured
by product and he is entitled to
know how much he is getting for
his time.
The workmen know
what is an honest day's wage for
an honest day's work, the employer is entitled to know what
is an honest day's work for an
honest day's wage.
Workmen
measure their time by a definite
thing—dollars and cents. The
employer is entitled to a definite
measure of his factory time—
pounds of leather produced or
moved on in process of produc-

14

Total

(a)

Not reported.

59,353,422

9,390,777

8,159
7„987
7,477

483,602
566,741
642,442

Oak Bloom
Oak Butts
and scoured
backs . . 2,466,,645
Hemlock . . 4,868,063
Chestn't Oak 2,871,404

2,821
2,359
7„592
8,520
14,263
12,765
15,129
22,841
3,145

139,110

$16,591
9,461

$1,350,356
694,372
342,609
368,008
282,163
456,287
493,838
764,735
645,219
791,964
1,286,800
221,64,1

6,717,739
5,138,908
2,310,726
3,225,236
2,445,878
2,975,351
2,435,140
4,373,484
4,220,.513
4,792,349
9,226,694
1,285,292

Value
of
offal

Cost of
raw hides
(Gross)

Total pounds
of product
for period

9,251,668

475,443
558,754
634,965

$1,333,765
684.912
342,609
365,187
279,804
448,695
485,318
750,472
632,454
776,835
1,263,959
218,496

Net cost
of
raw hide

2,201,986

112,103
119,807
116,012

$261,589
177,221
96,991
120,311
84,600
106,506
103,167
178,178
158,294
176,000
344,267
46,940

Supplies

704,689

36,114
67,225
48,681

$62,391
49„199
29,828
38,757
32,351
29,667
41,572
47,361
53,809
52,992
95,708
19,034

Manufacturing
labor
Fixed
charges

568,935

21,537
49,878
55,007

197,300

10,714
(a)
20,083

$29,233
$43,514
42,609
7,427
27,969 •
5,493 .
28,983
14,270
31,558
4,983
41,609
5,317
39,362
14,924
39,216
7,515
37,944
18,174
35,508
17,099
65,034
35,791
9,207
6,277

Works
expense

13,004,647

655,910
875,664
874,748

$1,730,492
'961,368
502,890
567,580
433,296
631,794
684,343
1,022,743
900,674
1,058,433
1,804,759
299,953

Total manufacturing
cost

Total
cost of
product

682,286
875,664
874,748
361,905 13,366,552

26,376
(a)
(a)

$1,730,492
(a)
(a)
961,368
(a)
502,,890
33.030
600,610
24,861
458,157
(a)
631,794
25,844
710,187
43,682 1,0 66,426
47,439
948,113
52,939 1,111,372
94,269
1,899,028
13,465
313,418

Selling
expense

OF

Union

.
.
.
.... .
.

Hemlock
Hemlock . .
Hemlock . .
Hemlock . .
Hemlock . .
Union . . . .

Tannage

of

Kind

Table 1

Production of Sole Leather
METHODS
ACCOUNTING.

METHODS
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tion per hour of factory time. The labor which goes with a factory
abuse of this to get speed records regardless of what that factory
is not likely in a tannery. A is doing belongs to "works exreal abuse of it on the part of a pense," but the labor that is emsuperintendent
would
mean ployed because you are tanning
trouble. All abuse of any power sole leather is manufacturing
or any knowledge means trouble. labor. For the purpose of locating inefficiencies it should be diCost Accounting Plan.
The plan of cost accounting as vided into direct and indirect
developed by the Tariff Board in- labor as far as possible. Material
cluded materials,—first raw hides and manufacturing labor together
used, this being divided into form the prime cost or costs that
number of raw hides and weight result from the industry as disof hides, with total cost of same. tinguished from any other indusThis was the gross cost; from try, costs that result from the
this was deducted the income from nature of the product.
Other Overhead Costs.
offal sold, i.e. hair, dirt and
Then comes "works expense,"
grease, and this gave net cost
of hides. Then the quantity and which includes coal for power,
cost of tanning materials, such power house labor, repairs and
of
plant—these
as bark, extracts, chemicals, etc., maintenance
including
finishing
materials, separated into materials for rewith as much detail as is neces- pairs and labor on repairs—and
sary to locate leakage and waste. that portion of administrative
Where water is purchased, then expense which is justly chargedisthe water used in the soaking able to manufacture is
pits is charged as material, or tinguished from that which should
manufacturing supply, as dis- be charged to cost of selling. Cost
tinguished from the water used of accident and liability insurfor steam or power purposes ance, which is an operating exwhich is a part of "works ex- pense and depends upon the numpense."
These go to make up ber of men on the payroll as
the first great division, "cost of distinguished from fire insurance,
which is a "fixed charge," and
material.''
those miscellaneous
operating
Finding the Labor Cost.
The next is " L a b o r , " in which expenses which are too trivial to
is included only manufacturing itemize, all go to make up " w o r k s
labor, including foremen.
By expense."
manufacturing labor is meant
Fixed Charges.
labor applied directly or indiThen comes "fixed charges,"
rectly upon or with the materials which
includes
depreciation,
to transform them into the prod- taxes and fire insurance. Depreciauct. That is to say, the labor tion is divided into two p a r t s ; dethat goes to make leather, as preciation on buildings and desuch. For instance, there is a preciation on machinery and
class of labor that you would be equipment of plant. In some locompelled to have whether you calities the appreciation or inare producing sole leather or crease of land values is an offset
furniture or cotton cloth. The to depreciation of buildings.
engineers, firemen, watchmen, re- Some object to this as an offset
pairmen, and all of that class of but, after all, if it is, then let it
15
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With this survey of methods,
let us look at some of the results.

show on the books. These concealed and unmeasured advantages which one carries hazily in
the mind are just as dangerous
as "estimated yields" when it
comes to a break in prices.
These groups or items, then,
"materials," " l a b o r , " "works
expense." and "fixed charges,"
combine to make the cost of production of goods in bulk at the
works.

Discussion of Tables.
The figures given in table 1 covers 1,409,631 cattle hides, transformed into 59.353,422 pounds of
sole leather; the first or gross cost
of the raw hide material delivered at tanneries was $9,390,777.
Many, if not most of these hides
were purchased in 1910, the manufacturing was done in 1911. The

Cost of Production of Sole Leather Per 100 Pounds
of Products by Specified Items.

$5.90
5.39
6.94
6.15
8.17
5.22
6.36
5.88
5.83
6.28
6.27
6.34

4.55
4.10

1.46
1.38

.87
1.02

.45
(a)

26.60
17.98

7.33
6.,5 0

1.07
(a)

27.67
17.98

4.04

1.70

1.91

" .70

30.45

S.34

(a)

30.45

A v e r a g e . . . . 15.58
Percentages
69

3.71
17

1.18
5

.96
4

.33
1

21.91
97

6.32
28

1 . 0 5 ( b ) 22.96
3
100

(a)
(b)

Total
cost of
product

Total conversion
cost only

$25.75
18.71
21.76
21.23
28.09
22.37
21.35
22.09
19.47
17.60
17.71
23.34

Selling
expense

Total manufacturing
cost

$0.43
.15
.24
.18
.61
.17
.43
.36
.38
.44
.20
.49

Works
$0.65
.S3
1.21
1.40
1.61
.90
.90
.75
.71
.91
1.29
.71

Manufacturing
labor
$0.93
.9 6
1.29
.99
1.71
1.0 8
1.27
1.10
1.03
1.20
1.32
1.48

Supplies
$3.89
3.45
4.20
3.58
4,24
4.07
3.76
3.67
3.71
3.73
3.46
3.66

Net cost
of
Raw Hide

H e m l o c k . . $19.85
13.32
Hemlock ..
14.82
Hemlock ..
15.08
Union . . . .
19.92
Union . . . .
17.15
Union . . . .
14.99
Union . . . .
16.21
Union . . . .
13.64
Union . . . .
11.32
Hemlock ..
11.44
Hemlock ..
O a k B l o o m . 17.00
Oak
Butts
and scoured
backs .. .
19.27
11.48
Hemlock ..
C h e s t n u t - o a kk
22.11
belting ..

Kind
of
Tannage

Fixed
charges

Table II.

(a)

$25.76
18.71
21.76
21.23
29.16
23.37
22.47
23.20
20.49
18.62
18.72
24.39

(a)

(a)
(a)
1.06
1.00
1.12.
1.11
1.02
1.02
1.01
1.05'

Not reported.
A v e r a g e on 34,471.231 l b s .

table shows by selected establishSelling Expense.
Then comes "selling expense," ments the principal element of
which includes advertising, "out- cost, together with total costs for
freight," (when paid by seller) each establishment, and totals for
administrative cost of selling, etc., all. I t is in fact a basis, or rough
etc. "In-freight," or cost of work, table, and is valuable only
assembling materials was charged as a basis for Table II, which
to the cost of the material so will be presented herewith, and
shipped, i.e. cost of raw hides which shows detailed cost per
included freight on hides to the 100 pounds of product.
In Table I I is shown the cost
tannery.
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per 100 pounds of product by
specified items of cost, as first
net cost or raw hide material. By
net cost is here meant the gross
price paid less the income from
tannery offal, such as hair, glue
stock, grease, fertilizer etc. The
net cost of hide material ranged
from $22.11 per 100 pounds or
22.11 cents per pound, to 11.32
per pound with an average of
15.58. Supplies, which includes
tanning barks and materials of
all kinds, cost an average of 3.71
cents per pound; manufacturing
labor 1.18 cents; works expense

ACCOUNTING.
put on the market, the manufacturing labor cost is 5 per cent,
tanning materials 17 per cent,
the total conversion cost is 28
per cent of the whole cost.
In order to emphasize as much
as possible the conversion cost
as distinguished from the total
cost of manufacture, the following table has been made which
shows the cost of conversion and
selling expense, which is to say
that the element of raw hide material is eliminated, and only the
expense of transforming raw hide
material into sole leather is con-

CONVERSION COST OF SOLE LEATHER.
Kind of
tannage,

Cost of
conversion.

Hemlock
$5.90
Hemlock
5 39
Hemlock
6.94
Union
6.15
Union
8.17
Hemlock
6.28
Hemlock
6.27
Union
5.22
Union
6.36
Union
5.88
Union
5.86
Oak Bloom
6 34
Oak Butts and scoured
backs
7.33
(a) Not reported.
Hemlock
6.50
Chestnut Oak Belting . 8.34
.96 of a cent; Average
fixed charges (omit- sidered
and
6.32

Selling
Expense
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
1.06
1.02
1.01
1.00
1.12
1.11
1.02
1.05
1.07
(a)
(a)
called
1.05 cost

of conting interest) .33 of a cent, mak- version. That cost of conversion
ing the conversion cost, that is, however, leaves the finished sole
transforming raw hide material leather unsold in the plant. The
into sole leather, cost averages of cost or expense of selling the
$6.32 per 100 pounds, or 6.32 product is shown in second colcents per pound. The total cost umn under selling expense. This
at the factory, including hides, table shows an average of $6.32
was 21.91 cents.
The average per 100 pounds as conversion cost
cost of selling was slightly over or 6.32 cents per pound, and this
1 cent a pound, making a total is 28 per cent of the whole cost.
average cost of 22.96 cents per The cost of selling, is on the
pound, put on the market.
average, practically 1 cent per
Expressed in percentage, the pound, or 3 per cent of the whole
raw hide material is 69 per cent cost.
of the total cost of the product
17

CHAPTER III
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING.
Comparative Figures—Hand Processes In England—High Wages
Mean Low Labor Cost—Cost of Production in Europe—Tariff
Equals Labor Cost—Ad Valorem Duty Variable in Effect.
I have already presented fig- men who have done cost of proures from a sufficient num- duction work in the United States
ber of tanneries and a large ought ever be intrusted with it
enough volume of product to show abroad.
very conclusively the general
Hand Processes In England.
standard of cost of production of
In England the hand processes
sole leather in the United States. of labor generally obtain. Hand
This average cost, as there shown, unhairing is piece work and the
was $6.32 per 100 pounds or 6.32 piece-rate is usually 5 cents per
cents a pound as a total of manu- hide, hand fleshing 4 cents per
facturing or conversion cost, not hide.
The combined piece-rates
including the raw hide material from hide-house to the tan house
The net cost of hide material is generally 16 cents per hide
averaged $15.58 per 100 pounds of Machine unhairing and machine
product, or 15.58 cents per pound, fleshing are not common and
making a total cost at the factory, hides dehaired by machine are
including hides, of 21.91 cents per usually gone over by hand at a
pound.
piece rate of one cent per hide.
In the conversion cost of 6.32 It thus results that actual labor
cents there is supplies, which con
cost per pound of finished sole
sists of tanning material of all leather in England is as much as
kinds, 3.71 cents per pound, and or more than it is here. The
labor cost of 1.18 cents, and works labor cost in England is from 1.4
expense .96 of a cent, per pound. cents to 2 cents per pound. This,
Comparative Figures.
however, includes some labor,.
Comparative figures for foreign which in the United States is not
countries cannot be given with considered "manufacturing lathe same degree of confidence for b o r " but goes in as "works exthe reason that the plan which pense."
was worked out here was not used
For instance, engineers, firemen,
in foreign countries. The foreign watchmen, repair labor, etc. which
method of production is some- here is classified as a part of
what different, though on an in- "works expense" there goes into
telligent cost schedule this ought the labor cost. If we take the
to correct itself. Costs abroad labor out of the works expense
should be gathered by the samp here and add to the manufactur
board or bureau which gathers ing labor we nave a labor cost of
them here: on the same blank 1.6 to 1.75 cents per pound, which
forms and, wherever possible, by is exactly comparable with Eng
the same men, at any rate, only land's labor cost of 1.4 to 2 cents.
18
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costs more to do things quickly
High Wages Means Low Labor.
unless time is considered a thing
Cost.
It must be remembered that of value in itself.
Cost of Production in Europe.
labor cost per pound of product
In Germany the cost of prois quite a different thing from
wages. That wages are lower in duction is about the same as in
Europe than here is not a subject England, measured in money,
for a moment's discussion; but though the methods of prohigh wages do not mean high duction are more primitive (eslabor cost, in fact, generally pecially the dehairing process)
speaking, high wages mean low and the time required to produce
labor cost, for when wages are is greater. In France the methods
very high one of two things hap- are, for the most part, those of
pens—either highly perfected ma- Germany with cost a little below
chinery enormously increases pro that of England. There are notduction and reduces labor cost, over a score of sole leather tanor a high speed rate of labor culls neries in France that use modern
out the inefficient laborers and or machine methods and practical
gives an amount of production ly none that uses over 300 hides
per one-man-hour that results in a day.
low labor cost. But labor is not
Tariff Equals Labor Cost.
the only element in conversion
The present tariff on sole leathcosts, in fact, it is only 18.7 per
er is 5 per cent ad valorem, whethcent of that cost.
er in whole sides, or cut into
That is to say, while the labor bends, shoulders, bellies, etc. The
cost in a hundred pounds of sole adequacy of such duty to protect
leather is $1.18 out of a total of the American tannery depends of
$6.32, the tanning material and course, then, upon the foreign
supplies are $3.71. It is in this price. Assuming no undervalua
cost that England has an advan- tion, the price of Canadian sole
tage. Material and supplies in leather per pound ranges from 30
England run from one to one and to 32 cents in Toronto. At 5 per
five tenths cents per pound and cent this gives a duty of from 1 5
the total conversion cost there is to 1.6 cents per pound which is
from $3.00 to $3.60 per hundred essentially the manufacturing lapounds as against $6.32 with us. bor cost in the United States. On
This difference is not, as we have June 29, 1912, the London price
seen, in labor cost but in tanning was 34.3 to 42.3 cents per pound
materials and works expense for Union tanned bends and 26 to
Some, often much of this differ- 29.3 cents for common tannage.
ence is wastefulness of tanning In this case and at this price the
material in American bark-yards present duty is close to the total
and in other crudities, inefficien- American manufacturing labor
cies, and sometimes leaks, that cost, and is safely 25 to 30 per
only a more careful cost account
cent of the total conversion cost.
ing system would enable us to locate. Some of it, of course, is difAd Valorem Duty Variable In
ference in methods of tanning.
Effect.
Time takes the place of materials
In any industry where the raw
there, here materials are consider- material is so great an element in
ed cheaper than time. Naturally i1 the cost and where that material
19
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fluctuates so violently in price as
does the price of hides, any ad
valorem duty might readily at
one time be unnecessarily protective, and at another time afford no
protection at all. With a com
modity like sole leather the conversion cost is on the weight of
product and on this basis is fairly constant, and it might therefore
be that a specific duty of 1.5 cents
per pound (the equivalent of the
present rate) but which would not
fluctuate with the price of raw
hide material would, without in
creasing the duty, give a stability
to the protective feature of the
tariff and immeasurably simplify
the cost of collecting the import
tax. As it is, while 5 per cent ad

20
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valorem on bends, worth 40 cents
a pound, would be 2 cents, or
ample protection, 5 per cent on
bellies or necks at 12 cents would
be .6 of a cent a pound, whereas,
as a matter of fact, it costs as
much to produce a pound of bellies as of backs. Yet it is precisely
this cheap stuff which on an ad
valorem basis can come in for almost nothing, that is, or can be
dumped upon us whenever a
slump in trade comes. A specific
duty equivalent to the present
duty on a whole hide of sole leather, for instance, would give a
pound rate which would prevent
dumping the commercial offal,
i. e., bellies and necks, upon our
markets.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING.
Upper Leather Costs.
Several difficulties meet us at
the threshold of any attempt to
devise an adequate cost accounting system for upper leather tanneries. First, the great variety
of kinds and grades of leather
made from the same lot of hides;
second, the split leather problem;
third, the fact that portions of
the raw intake may be and often
is sold at all stages of partial
manufacture.
It is doubtful if any other manufactured commodity presents
s6 many or so great difficulties
to the conscientious cost accountant as does leather, taken in all
its varieties. This very difficulty
has been the father of many slipshod schemes and methods for
getting figures which satisfy and
deceive. It was confidently asserted by a large manufacturer
of upper leathers that the only
satisfactory system was to take
the total manufacturing expense,
and pro rata it among the different kinds of leather produced
on a basis of the income from that
kind of leather, that is, if chrome
tanned black calf furnished 30
per cent of the income, then it
cost 30 per cent of the total expense to tan black calf, and to
divide the number of feet sold
into this 30 per cent of expense
would give the cost of tanning
per foot. This is, of course, a
mere distribution of expenses,
not cost of production at all, and
would have been considered mere
ly amusing if it had not been
discovered by subsequent exam

ination of the books of this manufacturer that this was really
what he did, and that his " c o s t s "
were computed in exactly this
manner.
Another and more
seriously erroneous method, because adopted by much more important concerns, was found to
exist in several establishments
that of distributing expenses to
the various kinds of leather on
the basis of the volume of output
of each.
An instance will suffice to illustrate the practice: A concern
made six kinds of leather from
the same general supply of raw
hides,—vegetable and chemical
tanned grain leathers, a vegetable tanned wax split which was
light and sold by the foot, another
vegetable was split which was
sold by the pound, a flexible
split, vegetable tanned and sold
by the foot, and a chemically
tanned split.
Of course, there
were numerous quality grades inside of these general classes of
leather, but with these sub-grades
which depend on skill, quality of
material used and sometimes mere
luck or accident, we will not concern ourselves here. The distribution of expense was based here
upon volume of product finished
for warehouse per month, the percentage being based on square
feet of some kinds of leather and
on pounds of others.
Two of
these varieties were grain and
four kinds splits.
The purpose of this chapter is
to discuss the problem of split
21
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leather, both as to the cost of would, of course, be that much
such and of the relation of split thinner. It very often happens
to grain in cost accounting that orders for grain leather call
methods. The method is treat- for such weight or thickness that
ing by-products as an off-set to the split will have no value
cost of raw hide material
and for further manufacture, i. e.,
the reasons therefor were partial- would be mere shavings or fragly discussed in the preliminary ments, which are sold for fertilreport on sole leather. Owing to izer. In this case the hide is run
the fact that split leather further through the splitting machine
complicates the problem this mat- merely to give the flesh side an
ter must be further detailed here. even surface.
The considerable refuse from the
On the other hand, when the
upper leather tannery is (a) that hide is thick or the grain leather
which accrues in the hide house, is to be quite thin the split is
and consists of trimmings, cut- often heavier than the grain surtings, etc., etc., usually sold as face and the area of the split co"glue stock." (b) From the extensive with the hide itself.
beam house, which consists of In such cases the split becomes
hair, fleshings, etc.
(c) Splits, valuable for further manufacture
whether split before or after tan- and is transformed into split
ning, and whether further manu- leather. That is to say, grain
factured, or, as in the case of leather is the hair side of a hide
small fragments sold for glue. tanned and finished into leather:
(d) Refuse of the currying de- split leather is that portion of the
partments, shavings, etc., etc., hide stock which is cut from the
sold for fertilizer.
grain stock by running it through
The refuse described as ,(a), a splitting machine and after(b), and (d) are common to all wards finished.
tanneries and the treatment is
When, as often happens, the
simple enough.
Simply deduct split stock is a mere shaving, the
the income from these sources process accomplishes no more
from the hide cost. In the case than fleshing. It merely smoothes
of splits, however, the problem the under side of the hair, or
is not so simple.
grain side and the result is sold,
The " s p l i t " is the flesh side of like fleshings, for fertilizer.
In
the hide which is cut from the this case, there is no question but
hair side, either for the purpose that the value of the unusable
of giving the hair side an even splits should be deducted from
under-surface or for the purpose hide costs just as other fleshings
of reducing it to a certain thick- and shavings. The real product
ness to meet the requirements of and purpose of a tannery is the
the finished leather. Thus if the production of grain leather. The
hide of a light weight native cow raw hide costs just as much
is to be tanned into leather, whether it produces a split or
weighing when finished three not; the fact of any split and
ounces to the square foot, the the amount of split and of its
guage will be so set as to give value is an accident, an accident
the top or hair side of the hide the of the demand for heavy or light
proper thickness to finish into grain leathers.
a three-ounce leather.
If five
Up to the time a hide goes to
ounce leather is needed, the split the splitting machine, the cost
22
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is the same whether the hide is to it is merely distribution of exbe split or not, hence all costs up pense, not cost of production.
to and through the splitting
It is apparent that some method
room are chargeable to the grain of handling split leather accounts
leather, but after splitting, then, must be adopted which could be
we have two pieces of material made applicable to all establishinstead of one, treated different- ments alike.
ly in all subsequent processes.
The theory that a certain
and of different value when fin- amount of split will be produced
ished. Of course, the whole by- from a given amount of hides is
product theory of cost account- untenable as a general proposiing fails when the by-product is tion. In fact, some manufactursubjected to extended manufac- ers let the split go, with the grain
turing process.
when the market for splits is low.
In a few instances it was found For instance, on 5 ounce upper
that manufacturers use an arbi- grain leather, the manufacturer
trary role of thumb method in would give a heavier or a more
determining costs. For instance, compact leather than the market
one concern considers that for required when there was no deeach one hundred pounds of new mand for split leather; but if
hide material (green salted light the market for splits was good,
native cattle hides being used) he would cut his 5 ounce or 3
the yield will be 92 square feet ounce grain leather to the bare
of upper grain leather and 28 standards and get what splits he
feet of wax split, that is, vege- could and finish them.
table or bark tanned splits; or 45
For this and many other reafeet of chrome tanned split, the sons no theoretical yield of splits
splits fulling or shrinking up can be safely used.
The plan
much more under vegetable tan- adopted was to take the entire
nage than under chemical tan- year's business, assume the raw
nage.
split as it comes from the hide
The raw hide materials cost is to be a by-product of the hide;
distributed between grain and keep the split leather tanning acsplit leather on this basis, while counts separate from the grain
the whole conversion cost is dis- tanning, and from the selling
tributed on the percentage of price of all split leather producoutput each kind of leather bears ed, deduct the split leather conto the whole. Such a distribution version cost, the balance is the
of expense could only be satis- value of the split which is to be
factory when the character of deducted from the raw hide maproduct and of hides purchased terial cost.
To take a concrete case: In
remained
practically uniform
from year to year; but the per- one establishment scheduled for
centage of split yield to total raw kip leather costs, 340,890 kip
hides would vary with each es- skins had produced 225,792 kip
tablishment. In short, it is a splits; these finished with 835,method which can be used only 591 square feet of split leather
The
in the establishment where it which sold for $27,781.63.
develops and then only when con- cost of manufacture from raw
ditions do not materially change split to finished product was $14,from year to year. In any event, 635.54, leaving $13,146.09 as the
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" b y - p r o d u c t " value of the splits,
which was to be deducted from
the first cost of the raw hide material.
That is to say, the split
is worth what it will bring in the
market less the cost of preparing
for the market and this is to be
deducted from the hide cost. It
may be of interest to note as a
comment on any
percentage
theory that in the above case
115,118 kips, or light hides, did
not yield any usable split; that
the average area of the splits that
were worth finishing was only
3.7 square feet per split, while
the yield of grain leather from
the same hides was 18 square feet
per hide.
Occasionally, splits are for sale
in the market in a pickled or raw
state, and in some cases it was
urged that the market price of
raw splits was their by-product
price, and some establishments
keep their accounts in this way.
But it is not possible to always
find quotations on pickled splits;
it seldom happens, in fact, that
any great volume are for sale, and
in no instance where books were
kept on the basis of a fixed price
for splits, did the concern succeed in selling finished split leather for this price plus the conversion cost. In other words, in no
case is the general run of splits
from a tannery worth the market
price (when there is such price)
of the picked or selected splits,
upon which such market price of
pickled splits is based. The only
fair methods seem to be to take
the total income from split leather, deduct from it the amount expended in preparing the splits

for the market, and considering
the balance as an offset to the
first cost of hides.
Acting upon this theory and
charging up supplies and labor
prior to the splitting room, up
against grain leather, the cost of
split leather was computed by
the Tariff Board as being wholly
a conversion cost. Taking the
split, then, from the splitting machine and charging it with all
subsequent materials used and
labor expended upon it, the cost
of production is determined, and
this deducted from the selling
price, the balance is deducted
from the original cost of the hide
from which the split sprang. The
answer to the question always
asked, " W h a t proportion of raw
hide material cost should be apportioned to splits'?" is "None
of it should be so apportioned."
Taking the few establishments
where separate process costs on
splits could be determined, the
cost per hundred square feet on
898,558 square feet of vegetable
combination tanned split leather
averaged as follows: Cost of supplies, $1.22 per hundred feet:
manufacturing
labor,
$1.08
works expense, 37 cents; fixed
charges, (exclusive of interest)
12 cents; or a total of $2.79 as
the conversion cost per hundred
square feet.
The figures for
chemical or chrome tanned splits
were based upon a smaller output and a r e : cost of supplies, 64
cents per hundred feet; manufacturing labor, 96 cents; works
expense, 51 cents; fixed charges,
13 cents, a total of $2.25 per
hundred feet of product.
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CHAPTER V
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING.
Cost Sheets for Upper Leather.
Calf skin leather comes from ter grade of skins are put into coltanning the hides of calves, usu- ored leather than into black calf
ally under six months old. A skin and this is also true of kip. Hides
that weighs more than 15 pounds that have scratches, warble-holesis usually classed as a k i p ; under or other defects cannot be used
15 (or about that) they are classed for colored leathers while they
can be used for black. These are
as calf skins. These small skins not, however, always or even gendo not ordinarily, therefore, yield erally presorted. In fact such
any usable splits, and the split grading can only be accurately
cost problem does not seriously en- determined " i n the white," or
ter* into the method of cost keep- after the de-hairing process in
the beam house. Hence these
ing on calf leather.
skins
are all bought at the same
Probably 95 per cent of calf skins
t h a t are tanned in black today price. The added value of the
are chrome or chemically tanned; selected skins is a value resulting
while not more than 5 per cent of from sorting labor and should not
black calf is vegetably tanned. be added to the cost of the raw
Colored calf would, of
course, material. The sorting is done for
show a much larger per centage of the colored leather, hence should
vegetable tannage. There is col- be added to that cost and not
ored chrome calf, and colored shared in any degree with the
vegetable calf leather, both in con- black leather. The sorting gives
siderable quantities, but of black a value which expresses itself in
calf leather on the market nearly profits rather than in costs. It
all of it is chrome tanned. So far increases the market price of
as method of cost keeping is con- product without adding to the
cerned, however, we need not be raw hide cost.
concerned as to the kind of tanNext to the split leather cost
nage, as this affects only the char- problem, dealt with in previous
acter of material charged, not the chapters comes the problem of
method of charging it. The cost process cost. This difficulty must
of material in chrome tanning is be faced because of the fact that
considerably less, and so is the skins are sold at various stages
time element in process costs but of manufacture. In the case of
neither affects the cost system. sole leather there is no salable
The
selective process
which commodity between the raw hide
throws the better grade of calf material and the finished product,
skins into colored leathers, and that is to say, sole leather is not
the poorer skins into black finish, ordinarily sold in any partially
is a labor cost, which should be finished state, nor from any incharged to colored leather, not to termediate department in the
raw skins. That is to say, a bet- process of manufacture. A hide
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thrown into the soaking pit goes
through every process and is sold
as finished sole leather. In tanning other leathers, however, we
meet not only with hundreds of
kinds and grades of leather, but
we are met with the difficulty
that leather is sold at various
stages of development. It even
happens that hides may be sold
out of pickle which have only
gone through the dehairing and
fleshing processes of the beam
house.
Rough, unfinished, and half-finished leathers find a market,
some so-called tanneries
being
simply finishing establishments
which buy rough leather, as their
raw material and finish it. Hence
it becomes necessary to 1race
costs through each department
and note the sales from each. The
records of skins can be traced
through the departments, the
actual feet of output which they
will yield cannot be known until
they are finished. That is to say,
while the final unit of cost desired is the square foot of finished leather, the skins, hides or
sides are not measured until
they are finished, hence costs in
process are skin, hide or side
costs, and process costs cannot be shown on a footage
basis except by applying a
theoretical yield based on averages resulting from long experience to the hides in process.
These costs are based on 100
skins or pieces going through
The best systems in use in this
country keep track of only labor
and supplies by departments. For
instance, the process costs is
kept per 100 skins (calf) as follows :
La- SupDepartment
bor plies
$0.66 $0.0
Hide house
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Beam house
2.96
0.45
Pickling
.19
.26
Chrome tanning
.63
3.07
Splitting, shaving,
handling and refuse 3.78
Coloring and fat liq2.30
2.00
uoring
.58
Staking
1.51
Tacking
4.26
.12
Finishing
.07
Measuring and sorting .90
.09
.07
Packing and shipping
Total
$17.86 $5.97
Depreciation
3.63
3.12
Interest
7.13
General expenses
The above are theoretical figures, only approximately true,
and used only to illustrate t h e
method of cost keeping. The average actual product of finished
leather, expressed in square feet
per 100 skins is, of course, ascertained by the actual measurement, and then the cost per 100
square feet, figured from the cost
per 100 skins, multiplied by the
average yield per skin. Calf skin
will yield usually from ten to
twelve square feet of leather per
skin. The basic objection to this
method is that it does not distribute general expense, depreciation, etc., through the departments instead of bunching these
on the finished product. The
method is not bad when a firm
does not and has no intention of
selling any of its output in an
intermediate stage of manufacture, but suppose 10 per cent of
the above skins were to be sold
after staking and tacking and before they reached the
finishing
room, what part of the depreciation, interest and general expense is chargeable to the skins
so sold? A better method is
shown by the following form:
The question at once arises,

OF

Value

Product Sold
from each
department
Quantity

Cost per 100 Square
Feet

Indirect

Department, materials, chemicals,
etc.
Proportion of factory and general
expense.
Proportion of administrative and
general expense.

Estimate feet
of leather

No, of skins

Labor cost

Total Cost

the labor cost of handling from
one machine to another — a
" t r u c k i n g c h a r g e " it is called—
and the total is the cost of production for the job. This is n o t
so fine spun or difficult as it
seems. The method is applicable
to some, but not all rooms or de-

of course, as to how the proportional distribution of so-called
"overhead" charges can be made.
There are several methods. In
the manufacture of better grades
of paper, for instance, there is a
system of pro rating all of the
overhead charges on the time of

DEPARTMENT
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Direct

METHODS

Hide house
Soaking pits
Beam house
Tanyard
Splitting and Shaving
Chrome tanning dept
Scouring
Coloring "for fat liquoring
Washing oil and dry room
Stuffing
Setting
Staking
Tackling
Finishing
Measuring and sorting . .
Packing and s h i p p i n g . . . .
TOTAL..

COSTING SHEET OUTLINED BY MR. STEWART

machines. When a job comes in,
the foreman estimates the machine hours it will require for
each machine that will be used
in the process of manufacture.
This machine hour price includes
all charges, interest, depreciation,
taxes and general expenses; to
this machine hour cost is added
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partments of a tannery. A method more suitable to the tanning
business is to pro-rate fixed
charges and overhead expense on
the time of rooms, departments or
processes. To illustrate: Take
the beam house, and let us suppose that the construction cost
is one-tenth of the total capital
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in the plant; then say capacity of
the beam house is 1,000 skins,
hides or sides, as the case may
be, per day, and the running
time of the establishment is 300
days, or 3,000 hours per year. Let
us suppose, for easy figuring, that
the capital charges amount to
$6,000 per year, one-tenth of this,
or $600, is to be borne by the
beam house, which is $2.00 per
day, 20 cents an hour; and, if
the plant is running full capacity,
this charge is $2 per 1,000 hides
or skins for each day they remain in the beam house. The staking room, let us say, occupies
one-fiftieth of the total floor
space of the building; then to
one-fiftieth of the cost of land
and building add the actual cost
of staking machines and equipment and the ratio of this to the
total capital is the proportion of
capital charges the staking room
must carry and this, reduced to
amount per day or hour, is the
basis for determining the fixed
charges the staking process must
bear per day or hour of process.
Nor does this take so much figuring as it would seem, the daily
charge per department once fixed
need not be figured again until
conditions change. It does not
take much more figuring to fix
an interest or general expense or
depreciation charge by departments than it does per 100 finished hides or skins, and when
done, it is infinitely more satsfactory.
Of course, this all harks back
to the question of a record of
time in process. But all questions of efficiency in production or of accuracy in cost
keeping revert back to time-costs.
If one lot of a thousand skins
remains in the beam house twice
28
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as long as another lot, it is up to
the beam house foreman to explain why, and there is no way to
tell whether the beam house cost
varies 50 per cent from lot to lot,
or month to month, without a
time-cost record. Time-cost is
the measure of efficiency, and efficiency is what determines the
money-cost of production. Nothing is easier than to figure back
from cost to efficiency. For instance, in one plant calf skin
leather, chrome tanned,
cost
$19.52 per 100 feet as total cost
of production, in another $17.39
and in another $15.10. In one the
cost of tanning supplies per 100
feet was 38 cents, in another 51
cents, and in another $1.26 per
100 square feet. The manufacturing labor cost ranged from $1.51
to $2.30 per 100 feet, works expense from 60 to 81 cents, and
total conversion cost from, $2.88
to $4.37 per 100 square feet.
But it is impossible to tell from
final cost figures where the leaks
or where the inefficiencies are.
Only a time-cost record can locate them. Take the labor cost,
for instance, the difference between the lowest, $1.51 and the
highest, $2.30, is 79 cents per 100
feet of chrome tanned calf skin,
and this is too much.
This very difference in labor
cost is more than the cost for tanning supplies or works expense
in the average tannery. How
much of it represents difference
in wages, how much of it represents poor plant arrangement,
how much really inefficient labor
and at what point in the process
these defects occur could only be
determined by a time-cost system
in the same plants. Very few,
if any, American tanneries keep a
time-cost record.

CHAPTER VI
METHODS OF ACCOUNTING.
Department Methods of Accounting.
covered in the table. Kip leather
is made from the hide of a young
bovine, no longer exactly a calf,
and yet not a full grown animal.
The raw hides from which kip
leather was made ranged from 15
to 25 pounds, the average being
22 pounds. Cowhide upper leathers were made from hides of light
weight, or young cattle, and
weighed from 55 pounds each
down to what would be classed
as a " k i p . " The average weight
of such hides in one plant was
42 pounds, in another 49.
The variations in costs here
shown once more emphasize the
necessity of keeping costs by departments in order to locate leakages. Particularly is this true
of supplies and labor. To locate
the leakage in labor cost it is, of
course, necessary to keep a record of time-cost, a thing which,
so far as I know, no establishment does.
Time cost necessitates keeping
the men's time by departments
and entering up time as well as
wages accurately, and by departments on the payrolls. It will
pay for itself very many times
over as a means of locating and
hence remedying inefficiencies.
Time cost, as well as supply materials cost by lots, batches or
orders would seem to be essential
in case of contracts, and in commission work.
The following form is, perhaps,
all that the industry "would
stand for," at this time. It would,
if adopted, mark the beginning of
more minute records of efficiency,

The following table of itemized
cost of production per 100 feet
of finished upper leather is based
upon a total of 76,821,456 square
feet of leather. The gross cost of
the raw hides or skins was $11,621,477; but from this was deducted the net profit on split
leather produced—that is, the
profit above manufacturing cost
and also the income from such
manufacturing waste, as grease,
hair, etc., etc.
It has been previously explained in these chapters that no element of raw material or hide cost
was charged to splits, but the
basic material of splits was considered a by-product of the hide;
and all profits on splits, after deducting actual conversion costs,
were deducted from hide cost to
get the net cost of raw hides in
the upper grain leathers
These
profits, together with the income
from such factory waste as hair,
grease, etc., amounted to $1,092,103, leaving the net cost of
raw hides $10,427,374. Supplies
which includes tanning materials,
cost $1,079,689: manufacturing
labor, $1,351,274, work expense
and fixed charges
combined,
$657,476, making a total manufacturing cost of $13,515,813. The
selling expense was not ascertained in all cases so that a total of
this item is meaning less. The
item in the table, however, is
based only on the output of the
establishments showing selling
cost.
It will be noted that both
chrome or chemical tannage are
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(c)Vegetable combination..
(c)Chrome
Chemical chrome
Chemical
Chemical
Chemical Chrome
.
Chrome
(c)Vegetable combination.,
Chrome
Average
P e r c e n t of t o t a l

KIND OF TANNAGE

Net cost of
raw hides
$13.00
14.97
13.62
14.38
15.37
14.51
12,17
11.78
15.15
13.57
76.7

Manufacturing
labor

Works expense
$0.63
.86
.97
.91
.59
.60
.61
.90
.81

Fixed charges
$0.23
.21
.27
.06
.28
.29
.29
(b)
(b)

Total cost of
manufacture
$18.07
19.44
18.78
17.16
18.37
17.39
15.10
15.97
19.52

Conversion
cost only

30
2.88
2.93
4.19
4.37

3.00

$5.07
4.47
5.16
2.78

Selling expense
(a)
(a)
(a)
.51
55
.47
.42
(b)
(b)

17.69
100.0

19.52

$18.07
19.44
18.78
15.67
18.92
17.76
15.52

Upper
Upper
Black kip
Col'd c h ' m e k i p
Bl'k Ch'me kip
B l ' k c h r ' m e calf
Col'd calf
skin
Upper
Calf s k i n

Kind of leather
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Cost of
supplies
1.40
1.76
.80
.23
17.59
4.02
.48
7.9
9.9
4.5
.3
99.4
22.6
.6
(a)-—Not r e p o r t e d .
( b ) — I n c l u d e d in e x p e n s e .
(c)—Upper l e a t h e r from light native cow hides.

$1.51
1.45
1.82
1.55
1.52
1.51
1.52
1.30
2.30

Total cost

Cost of each of the specified items per 100 square feet of leather.

PRODUCTION OF UPPER
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such as production per machine
hour in some of the departments.
This simpler form simply calls
for the number of skilled and unskilled workmen necessary to man
each department, the output of
each department for the period
covered, as one month, output being exactly in number of skins,

ACCOUNTING.
departmental time cost, it is only
necessary to divide this by the
number of unskilled workmen (on
a full time basis) employed in
each department to get the unskilled, one-man time, and by
the number of skilled workmen
to get the one-man time for them,
thus getting the average output

L E A T H E R INDUSTRY
Leather made from

Unskilled
worker

Avera6e production per day
per.

Average daily
production for
days in actual
operation
Skilled
worker

Pounds

Sq. feet

Output of department
for Period
No. of
skins

Unskilled
No.

DEPARTMENT

Skilled
No.

Labor

Actual days in
operation

Schedule D, Labor,—TANKING

Soaking Pits

Tan Yard
Splitting and Shsving . . .

—

-

Etc. etc

-

hides or sides, and the yield in
pounds or square feet as estimated down to the measuring department. There, of course, the
output would be shown and thus
correct the estimates, also the
days each department was in actual operation and the average output per day by departments. Having secured the daily output, or
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per man per day for each department.
Whenever any batch of skins,
or any period of time, such as a
week or a month, goes much
above the average, then investigation is in order, and one has
the data by which to investigate
and to locate the leaks.

CHAPTER VII
SOME QUERIES ANSWERED.
Answer to Queries.
It is proposed in this article to they are to yield splits or not,
answer some of the questions and and since it costs the same to tan
correspondence that has develop- up to and through the splitting
ed out of the former articles.
machine whether a usable split is
A Boston manufacturer writes: realized or not, all costs up to
" W e have read with interest and through the splitting machine
your articles on Methods of Cost should be charged to grain
Accounting — Upper
Leather leathers, splits bearing only the
Costs, as published in the 'Leather cost of supplies and labor actualManufacturer' for May 1913. Re- ly applied to them after splitting.
ferring to the last paragraph of Now, few keep their books this
this article, showing cost of sup- way even when they do, the point
plies, labor and expense per in the manufacturing process at
hundred feet of vegetable combi- which the splitting takes place
nation tanned split leather
we is so varied that an average of
should like to ask you if these such costs at this time is not conaverage costs are based on the clusive. If one manufacturer
cost of tanning hide splits or kip splits out of pickle, or splits half
splits, and also if they include of his stock out of pickle and
cost of currying leather or simply half after tanning, while another
of tanning leather as far as the splits all after tanning, it is difficult to get an average which is
rough split s t a g e ? "
The costs referred to were satisfactory. What was aimed at
based on young native cow hide principally in the article in the
splits, but only from the point May issue is the totally erroneous
of separate existence as split method of charging the costs up
leather—that is from the split- to the splitting process, half to
ting machine on to such finishing grain and half to split leather. The
as they received for the market cost of split leather on the books
is thus given entirely too high,
as split leather.
Frankly, little attention was and very often way above actual
paid to split leather costs in the selling price of splits while by
inquiry out of which these ar- the same process of bookkeeping
ticles have grown and largely for grain upper leathers are made to
the reason that so few manufac- cost less than they really do cost.
turers have really kept a usable The usual method is to charge
separate split cost. The article splits with half the cost, includin the May issue was written to ing raw hides, up to the splitting
insist upon a split cost system process, with the result that most
rather than to elaborate such books show an actual loss on cost
of production for split leather.
cost.
On the other hand, many tanners
First, it was insisted that since are not producing upper grain:
all hides must be tanned whether
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leathers as cheaply as they think teaching are perfectly underthey are. The whole method of stood and have become free and
cost keeping needs; radical revi- public. It is because I undersion.
stand mathematics probably as
And this, perhaps, sufficiently well as any of the teachers that
introduces another correspondent, I send my children to school to
a bookkeeper in a tannery, w,ho be taught by them. I t is those
wrote first in somewhat general who know and understand the
terms about his cost system and value of a thing who employ
enclosed a blank form, which people to do that thing. The day
showed that he had some method of dark lantern processes has
of distributing overhead and gen- gone. When Taylor published
eral expense by departments. A his efficiency methods openly,
second letter brought out the sig- freely, and other men learned
them and began lecturing and
nificance of the first as follows:
" W i t h reference to how I make writing publicly on industrial
t h e distribution of the depart- efficiency, it created a market for
ment burdens, this could not be that knowledge, created opportuexplained without bringing to nities for the employment of "eflight certain things that I do not ficiency engineers." That bookfor the present wish to expose. keeping is now taught in thou* * * * I cannot; say that I be- sands of schools has made, not
lieve you or myself
should destroyed, the opportunities for
p u t before the general public such bookkeepers. Much as my corideas, as they represent to us a respondent is disturbed over the
certain means of earning a better publication of cost methods, I beg
living and, in fact, are the capital to assure him that the publicat h a t we have. * * * * * * I have tion of these articles in The
in all cases declined to expose Leather Manufacturer will probthe science of leather cost ac- ably go much farther toward getcounting as I may later decide to ting him a " j o b " than will all he
make a specialty of it and have has"under his hat," so long as he
The manufacfelt that it would be to one's in- keeps it there.
terest to keep it under the h a t . " turers must first be made to see
the possibilities of cost systems
This correspondent then asks if before there will be any demand
I think that work along these for cost accountants and so long
lines could be made profitable and as bookkeepers think they have
whether I know of opportunities. secrets they will be allowed to
I certainly do not know of any keep them. The entry clerk is one
tanner or leather manufacturer who sets down prices and items,
t h a t wants to buy secrets, nor do the bookkeeper is an entry clerk
1 think the day for selling secrets who systematizes his entries and
will ever return. Time was when classifies them, the cost accountall trades were"mysteries," when ant is a bookkeeper who sees a
private tutors taught the "mys- purpose in this work, who uses it
t e r i e s " of arithemetic and of to connect the physical facts of
reading and writing, almost be- production with the profit sheet
hind locked doors. The oppor- and the bank account, the effitunities for teaching are a thou- ciency engineer is the cost acsandfold greater when not only countant who applies the commerthe purpose but the methods of
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cial methods of saving in small
things to the physical energies
and materials used in the processes of manufacture. All are mere
stages of the development and application of bookkeeping and
with the prospect of all leather
going on the free list it may be
well for bookkeepers and works
superintendents to get together
and bring out from under their
hats some simple methods of efficiency to " e x p o s e , " as my correspondent puts it, " t h e science
of leather cost accounting," now
most woefully needed. To act as
if cost accounting methods were
on a par with palmistry and fortune telling, is to keep them so
in the industry, and to minimize
rather than open up opportunities.
Has the fact that Pratt Institute
has a course in scientific tanning
decreased the demand for scientific tanners? Certainly not. The
very fact that it was known that
such men were available has created a demand for them. Suppose Pratt Institute kept the
knowledge under its hat? The
test of the backwardness of an
industry is the degree of dark-age
" m y s t e r y " and secrecy
with
which it seeks to surround itself in these days of light and
progress.
Another
correspondent asks
why the Tariff Board excluded
interest on capital invested from
its figures on cost of production.
Because it took the position that
interest is profit to somebody
and must be paid out of the gross
profits of the industry. If a man
borrows money from the bank,
then the interest is the bank's
profit; if he has his own money,
then interest is a part of his
profits (sometimes all). At any
rate, interest does not contribute
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anything to production which is
a physical process. The goods
must be produced before it can
be known whether either interest
or dividends can be paid. Interest comes in between gross
profit and net profit, but it does
not influence the cost of the actual
production of the goods.
This brings to mind an incident of the investigation. There
was an entry covering court costs
resulting from an indictment on
charge of violation of factory
laws. Naturally, it was not admitted as a part of cost of production. The proprietor said it was an
"accident of production." True,.
I might have charged it to "accident insurance,'' since in that
state with its then factory inspector it was clearly an accident that the factory had been inspected at all.
In another industry another
agent came upon a charge for
" p e w rent and church donation,"
entered as an item of cost of
manufacture.
He might have
charged this up to fire insurance,
but under the rules it had to go
out entirely.
Clearly, there are some things
that are chargeable to profits
rather than costs. It is incomprehensible to me why manufacturers
want to stuff their cost sheets
with extraneous, not to say absurd, charges. The only value in
cost figures is to reveal actual,
net, physical costs. On the other
hand, an entry covering the cost
of Christmas presents of a turkey
for each married man and a box
of cigars for each single man employed was unhesitatingly entered into the labor cost. I doubt if
any money paid in straight wages
was so fruitful of output per man
as was this money spent for
turkeys and cigars.

CHAPTER VIII
REVIEW OF POINTS COVERED.
Reviewing, in
a somewhat
broad and general way, the subject matter covered in these chapters on leather costs, it has been
my intention to convince the manufacturing tanners of the United
States that it is just as important for them to know in detail
the cost of their leather as it is
to know its market price. The
American intellect has over-exerted itself on the selling end of
things and, until quite recently,
let the manufacturing end take
care of itself the best it could.
If a bright young fellow gets into the industry, he is shoved
through the office onto the " r o a d "
to sell goods rather than put
through the factory to improve
the methods of production. It
frequently happens, however, that
there is more money to be made
by improving production and
widening the spread between cost
and price, by reducing cost, than
there is in trying to increase profits by extending sales. Markets
are wide and far from home, cost
of selling is already nearly as
great as labor cost of production
and to expand means expensive
risks. On the other hand, production is under the same roof
as the office (sometimes) at any
rate it is close at hand and can
be studied without traveling, improved without hotel bills.
But the first step toward reducing cost of production is to
know the present cost, and know
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it in detail step by step, process
by process, item by item.
It was shown clearly that the
present methods of computing
costs from estimated yields of
finished leather per 100 pounds of
raw hide is fallacious and must
be abandoned if even afairdegree of accuracy is to be secured.
Taking over sixty-one million
pounds of green salted raw hides
used for sole leather, it was found
the highest yield was 84.2 pounds,
the lowest 67.11, the average
74.93 pounds of finished sole
leather per 100 pounds of green
salted raw hide material used. It
was found that no two tanneries
had the same ratio, though a number made the same "estimates."
It was found, as a matter of fact,
that no two consignments of hides
in the same tannery will yield
the same results, hence the whole
theory and methods based upon it
were discarded as useless.
Nevertheless, since process costs
and value of stock in process of
manufacture can only be kept by
hides or sides, whereas the basis
of final cost must be per pound
(in case of sole leather) it was
suggested that an "estimated
yield" might be of practical value if based upon the weight of
skins " i n the white," or out of
the beam house instead of in the
raw as they come from the hide
house. It was pointed out that
hair, dirt and grease are not the
raw material of sole leather and
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that, since the amount of these
per 100 pounds of raw hides varies so greatly and from so many
causes, any " e s t i m a t e " which includes these refuse materials
must, in the nature of things, be
unsatisfactory. On the other hand,
dehaired clean skin
in the
" w h i t e " is the raw material of
leather and any cost system which
presupposes, or must for convenience use, some sort of estimated yield, must, to be even reasonably accurate, use the weight
in the white as the basis of such
estimates.
It must be realized at the start
that the superintendent of the
plant must be in sympathy with
the bookkeeper in his efforts to
keep tab on costs and that the
superintendent must so re-organize his method of doing the work
in some respects as to make cost
keeping possible. For instance,
if a firm is to get any experience
from "white weights" that will
enable it to secure a reasonably
accurate estimated yield of finished leather based on. white
weights these hides must be put
through a roller out of the "beam
house" and dried to a recognized
standard of dryness. It is not
essential that they be dry (for
certainly green salted raw hides
are not dry), but it is important
that there be a uniform standard
of moisture left in;—that each
batch shall be run through a roller of a given mesh and with equal
care; and contain, when weighed,
practically the same percentage
of hide substance per pound. It
was further urged that hides be
counted as weighed in the white
and all hides or sides be tagged or
stamped with an idelible stamp
showing batch number and date,
so that by means of these identification marks it would be pos-
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sible to follow the
material
through each process and keep an
exact account, not only of time
but of material and labor per 100
hides in each department of the
tannery, thus enabling the bookkeeper to know exactly the value
of the material in process at any
given time.
The real value of keeping time
cost and materials by department
or by processes is not only to be
accurate in total costs but to be
able to locate leaks and inefficiencies in course of manufacture.
There are two principal ends to
be gained by an adequate cost
system. One is to know the exact
cost of production, and this can
be secured by considering production in the lump. The other object is to locate and stop leaks,
and this can be accomplished only
by a process cost system, which
will show materials used, time
cost and labor cost by departments and processes. True, in
case of sole leather, there is little
or none of it sold in stages of
partial manufacture, but
the
necessity for locating leakage and
inefficiencies is none the less
great. For instance, the figures
used in the discussion of sole
leather costs covered 1,409,631
cattle hides transformed into
59,353,422 pounds of sole leather.
It was shown that the cost of tanning materials and supplies per
100 pounds of finished sole leather varied from $3.45 per 100
pounds as the lowest to $4.55 as
the highest, with an average of
$3.71. The difference here between
the highest and the lowest cost
for supplies was $1.10 per 100
pounds, and this difference is
equal to the entire labor cost of
production in one plant and
greater than the entire labor cost
in three other plants. Obviously,
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this difference is too great. In cost. The highest is 84 per cent
going through the books of a greater than the lowest (both benumber of concerns, the astonish- ing on Hemlock tannage) i. e., the
ing range in pounds of leather lowest is 93 cents per 100 pounds
per ton of bark or the equivalent and the highest $1.71. The difof a ton of bark in extracts sug- ference means $18,343.32 a year
gested that either some foremen to the latter firm on the output
are wasting bark or others do reported and this, if it represents
not know how much they are real inefficiencies and leakages,
using, that some extracts are would carry an adequate costing
worthless, or others are powerful system, one that would stop the
compounds, and yet, without an leakages in that plant, for sevadequate system of department eral years besides giving the satcosts, it is impossible to locate isfaction of knowing exact cost
of production. Ignorance of the
and stop these leaks.
I know some manufacturers details of cost, upon an exact and
think that accurate cost account- uniform basis, is about the most
ing is very expensive and is use- expensive luxury that American
less except to satisfy curiosity or manufacturers can enjoy, and the
to please
Government
statis- Government statistician is, as a
ticians, but as a matter of cold matter of fact, their best friend
cash let us take two 'concerns instead of the nuisance many take
making Hemlock sole leather, as him to be.
shown in table No. 2, page 16.
The cost of selling is shown to
In one case, the supply cost was be a trifle over one cent a pound.
$3.45 per 100 pounds, in the It is somewhat startling to find in
other it was $4.20. Now, if this as staple a product as sole leather
was leakage or inefficiency (and a selling cost practically as great
everything in the case points, that as the labor cost of production.
way) then the difference in these True, the selling cost includes
supply costs applied to the out- " o u t freight" or freight from
put of the firm having the $4.30 tannery to customer when * the
cost would have paid all the ex- seller pays the freight, but usualpense of an adequate cost system, ly for selling cost to so closely
"satisfied curiosity," "pleased approximate labor cost would inGovernment statisticians,'' and dicate a rather elaborate and exleft a balance to the good of $20,- pensive selling machinery, one
000 a year on the item of tanning that was imposing rather than
supplies alone. If the average economic. Sometimes, of course,
cost of supplies could, by scien- selling cost conceals high salaries
tific management and accurate ac- paid really as a part of dividends
counting, be brought to the low- to inside stockholders. It is
est actual, that is, the difference never possible to be sure how
between $3.45 per hundred and the much of profits is concealed in
average of $3.71 per hundred; these selling costs. This is, of
would mean a saving of $2,374,- course, a matter no single firm
136 a year in supplies alone in the could handle. If the machinery
output covered by this table, to of selling has become too elabosay nothing of the sole leather rate and costs more than the valproduction of the entire country. ue of the service performed, this
Again, let us take the
labor is one of the matters that could
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be handled by the association leather up to the point of the
rather than by any single firm. actual separation of the split.
The cost accountant can only Then the cost of processes as actshow the cost of selling and raise ually applied to split should be
the question of economy. It is kept separate from grain leather costs. When the splits are sold
not a matter he can remedy.
Another
suggestion
which the cost of manufacture of the
ought, perhaps, to be referred to splits from the point of separain this summary, is that relating tion, i. e., from the splitting mato the income from the sale of chine, is to be deducted from the
refuse material of the tannery, income from splits, and the bali. e., hair, grease, glue stock, etc., ance 'or net income from splits to
etc. The present practice is to be deducted from the cost of raw
consider this a "manufacturing hides, from which the splits origgain," and the amount deducted inated. This will immensely simfrom the gross manufacturing plify cost accounting, and at the
cost to get a net cost of manufac- same time convince many manuture. Inasmuch as it would cost facturers that their "loss on
just as much to tan leather if splits" is purely imaginary, and
there were no such refuse or no that upper grain leathers really
market for the refuse, it is not cost more than their method of
proper to consider this a manu- bookkeeping has led them to befacturing gain. The income from lieve.
refuse should be deducted from
The fact that upper leathers are
the cost of raw hides, as it is a often sold from intermediate deby-product of the hide, not of the partments, makes it imperative
process cost. Just as income from that all costs, including over-head
ashes and cinders should be de- charges, shall be kept by departducted from coal, so tannery ments and processes. Various
refuse should be deducted from plans for distributing such exraw hide cost.
pense and blank costing forms
Summarizing the material and were suggested to meet this rethe suggestions relative to upper quirement, ,also a blank form for
leather, it was recognized from distributing labor productivity
the outset that a cost accounting over the various departments.
system for an upper leather tanEspecial attention was called
nery is a matter of some diffi- to the danger of
confusing
culty. The great variety and schemes which merely distribute
grades of leather made from the expense, with methods of actual
same stock, the split leather prob- cost accounting. Time cost is the
lem and the fact that portions essence of efficiency in shop manof the same raw intake may be agement, and while it is not easy
sold at various stages of partial to get time costs on a basis of
manufacture, all go to complicate one-man hour production by prothe problem.
cesses in a tannery, it is not imThe split leather difficulty is possible and it is more than worth
perhaps the most befuddled one the trouble. From the number
in the industry. The solution sug- of letters received, I am satisfied
gested in these articles seems to that the prime purpose of this disme to be the only one. All cost cussion, which was to interest
is to be charged to grain upper tanners in more up-to-date meth-
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-ods of cost keeping and of working systems, has been in pa,rt accomplished.
The tanning industry interested
me intensely and, in closing, I
want to thank the Leather Manu-
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facturer for giving me an opportunity to talk to the men in the
industry, and to thank the men
in the industry for reading what
I have had to say.
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